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Abstract—Optimized and custom arithmetic circuits are widely
used in embedded systems such as multimedia applications,
cryptography systems, signal processing and console games.
Debugging of arithmetic circuits is a challenge due to increasing
complexity coupled with non-standard implementations. Existing
equivalence checking techniques produce a remainder to indicate
the presence of a potential bug. However, bug localization remains
a major bottleneck. Simulation-based validation using random or
constrained-random tests are not effective and can be infeasible
for complex arithmetic circuits. In this paper, we present an
automated test generation and bug localization technique for
debugging arithmetic circuits. This paper makes two important
contributions. We propose an automated approach for generating
directed tests by suitable assignments of input variables to make
the reminder non-zero. The generated tests are guaranteed to
activate the unknown bug. We also propose a bug detection and
correction technique by utilizing the patterns of remainder terms
as well as the intersection of regions activated by the generated
tests. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
approach can be used for automated debugging of complex
arithmetic circuits.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Increasing complexity of integrated circuits increases the
probability of bugs in designs. To make it worse, the reduction
of time to market puts a lot of pressure on verification and
debug engineers to potentially faulty sign-off. The situation
gets further exacerbated for arithmetic circuits as the bit
blasting is a serious limitation for most of the existing validation approaches. Faster bug localization is one of the most
important steps in design validation.
The urge of high speed and high precision computations
increases use of arithmetic circuits in real-time applications
such as multimedia and cryptography operations. Optimized
and custom arithmetic architectures are required to meet
these high speed and precision constraints. There is a critical
need for efficient arithmetic circuit verification and debugging
techniques due to error proneness of non-standard arithmetic
circuit implementations. Hence, the automated debugging of
arithmetic circuits is absolutely necessary for efficient design
validation.
A major problem with design validation is that we do not
know whether a bug exists, and how to quickly detect and
fix it. We can always keep on generating random tests, in the
hope of activating the bug; however, random test generation
is neither scalable nor efficient when designs are large and
complex. Existing directed test generation techniques [1], [2]

Fig. 1. Overview of our automated debugging framework. It consists of three
important steps: test generation, bug localization, and automated debugging
of arithmetic circuits.

are promising only when the list of faults (bugs) is available.
However, they are not applicable when bugs are not known a
priori. We propose a directed test generation technique that is
guaranteed to activate unknown bugs (if any). The generated
tests would also help for faster bug localization.
Existing arithmetic circuits verification approaches have
focused on checking the equivalence between the specification of a circuit and its implementation. Both specification
and implementation are represented using polynomials. If the
implementation is equivalent to the specification, the result of
equivalence checking is a zero polynomial; otherwise, it produces a polynomial containing primary inputs as variables. We
call this polynomial remainder. Any assignment to remainder’s
variables that makes the remainder to have a non-zero decimal
value, generates one counterexample. Remainder generation is
one time effort and multiple counterexamples (directed tests)
can be generated from one remainder.
In this paper, we present a framework for directed test
generation and automated debugging of datapath intensive
applications using the remainder. Fig. 1 shows an overview
of our proposed framework. Our method generates directed
test vectors that are guaranteed to activate the bug (if any).
The basic idea is to find input assignments such that the
remainder polynomial becomes non-zero. There can be several
possible assignments that make remainder non-zero; each of
these assignments is essentially a test vector that is guaranteed to activate the bug. Next, we apply the generated
tests, one by one, to find the faulty outputs that are affected
by the existing bug. Regions that contribute in producing
faulty outputs as well as their intersections are utilized for
faster bug localization. We show that certain bugs manifest
specific patterns in the remainder. This observation enables an
automated debugging to detect and correct the source of error.
We have applied our method on large combinational arithmetic
circuits to demonstrate the usefulness of our approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We dis-

cuss related work in Section II. Section III gives an overview
about equivalence checking and remainder generation. Section IV discusses our framework for directed test generation
and bug localization. Section V presents our experimental
results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Test generation is extremely important for functional validation of integrated circuits. A good set of tests can facilitate the
debugging and help the verification engineer to find the source
of problems. Test generation techniques can be classified into
three different categories: random, constrained-random [3] and
directed [2]. Random test generators are used to activate
unknown errors; however, random test generation is inefficient
when designs are large and complex. Constrained-random test
generation tries to guide random test generator towards finding
test vectors that may activate a set of important functional
scenarios. Constraint generation is not possible when we do
not have knowledge about the potential bug. A directed test
generator, on the other hand, generates one test to target a
specific functional scenario [2], [4]. However, existing directed
test generation methods require a fault list or desired functional
behaviors that need to be activated [4]. These approaches
cannot generate directed tests when the bug (faulty scenario)
is unknown.
When effective tests are available, the source of error
has to be localized. Most of the traditional debugging tools
are based on techniques such as simulation, binary decision
diagrams (like BDDs,*BMD [5]) and SAT solvers [6], [7].
However, All of these approaches suffer from state space
explosion usually accompanying the real designs such as large
and complex arithmetic circuits. The presented method in [8]
suggests an error searching algorithm to reduce the potential
error set. Several error correction efforts have been proposed
over combinational circuits. The existing approaches either
require manual intervention or not scalable. The work of [17]
presents an automated approach that scans the whole design in
order to detect a bug but has scalability concerns. We propose
an efficient test generation, bug localization and debugging
framework that is fully automated and scalable.

with {a0 , a1 , ..., an−1 , b0 , b1 , ..., bm−1 } as primary inputs
and {z0 , z1 , ..., zn+m−1 } as primary outputs such that
{ai , bi , zi } ⊂ Z2 . The specification of the multiplier can
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specification polynomial would be in the following form:
(2n+m−1 .zn+m−1 + ... + 2.z1 + z0 ) − (2n−1 .an−1 + ... +
2.a1 + a0 ).(2m−1 .bm−1 + ... + 2.b1 + b0 ) = 0.
To perform verification, the algebraic model of the implementation is used. In other words, each gate in the implementation is modeled as a polynomial with integer coefficients and
variables from Z2 (x ∈ Z2 → x2 = x). Equation 1 shows the
corresponding polynomial of NOT, AND, OR, XOR gates.
z1
z2
z3
z4

= N OT (a) → z1 = 1 − a,
= AN D(a, b) → z2 = a.b,
= OR(a, b) → z3 = a + b − a.b,
= XOR(a, b) → z4 = a + b − 2.a.b

(1)

The verification method is based on transforming fspec using
information that we directly extract from gate-level implementation. Then, the transformed specification polynomial is
checked to see if the equality to zero holds. Example 1 shows
the verification process of a faulty 2-bit multiplier.
Example 1: We want to verify a 2-bit multiplier with gatelevel netlist shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that, we deliberately
insert a bug in the circuit shown in Fig. 2 by putting the
OR gate with inputs (A1 , B0 ) instead of an AND gate. The
specification of a 2-bit multiplier is shown by fspec . The
verification process starts from fspec and replaces its terms
one by one using information derived from implementation
polynomials as shown in Equation 2. For instance, term 4.Z2
from fspec is replaced with expression (R + O − 2.R.O). The
topological order {Z3 , Z2 } > {Z1 , R} > {Z0 , M, N, O} >
{A0 , A1 , B0 , B1 } is considered to perform term rewriting.
The verification result is shown in Equation 2. Clearly, the
remainder is a non-zero polynomial and it reveals the fact that
the implementation is buggy.

III. BACKGROUND : R EMAINDER G ENERATION
Several equivalence checking approaches have been proposed to verify an arithmetic circuit’s implementation against
its specification. A class of these techniques are based on
computer symbolic algebra. They map the verification problem
as an ideal membership testing [9], [10]. Another class of
techniques are based on functional rewriting [11]. These
methods can be applied on combinational [17] and sequential
[12] Galois Filed F2k arithmetic circuits using Gröbner Basis
theory [13] as well as signed/unsigned integer Z2n arithmetic
circuits [18], [10], [14].
The specification of an arithmetic circuit can be represented as a word-level polynomial fspec . Primary inputs and primary outputs are its variables and it has
integer coefficients. Suppose that we have a multiplier

Fig. 2. Faulty gate-level netlist of a 2-bit multiplier
fspec : 8.Z3 + 4.Z2 + 2.Z1 + Z0 − 4.A1 .B1 − 2.A1 B0 − 2.A0 .B1 − A0 .B0
step1 : 4.R + 4.O + 2.z1 + Z0 − 4.A1 .B1 − 2.A1 B0 − 2.A0 .B1 − A0 .B0
step2 : 4.O + 2.M + 2.N + Z0 − 4.A1 .B1 − 2.A1 B0 − 2.A0 .B1 − A0 .B0
step3 (remiander) : 2.A1 + 2.B0 − 4.A1 .B0
(2)

IV. AUTOMATED D EBUGGING USING R EMAINDERS
Our framework uses the remainder that is generated by
equivalence checking in Section III. If the remainder is a non-

zero polynomial, it means that the implementation is buggy;
however, the source of the bug is unknown. Our approach
takes the remainder and the buggy implementation as inputs
and tries to find the source of error in the implementation and
correct it. As shown in Fig. 1, our debugging framework has
three important steps. First, we use the remainder to generate
directed tests to activate faulty scenarios. Next, we try to
localize source of the bug by leveraging the generated tests.
Finally, we use an automated correction technique to detect
and correct the existing bug which resides in the suspicious
area. We describe each of these steps in detail in the following
sections.
A. Directed Test Generation
It has been shown that if the remainder is zero, the implementation is bug-free [14]. Thus, when we have a non-zero
polynomial as a remainder, any assignment to its variables
that makes the decimal value of the remainder non-zero is a
bug trace. Remainder is a polynomial with Boolean/integer
coefficients. It contains a subset of primary inputs as its
variables. Our approach takes the remainder and finds all of
the assignments to its variables such that it makes the decimal
value of the remainder non-zero. As shown in Example 1,
the remainder may not contain all of the primary inputs.
As a result, our approach may use a subset of primary
inputs (that appear in the remainder) to generate directed tests
with don’t cares. Such assignments can be found using a
SMT solver by defining Boolean variables and considering
signed/unsigned integer values as total value of the remainder
polynomial (i 6= 0 ∈ Z, check(R = i)). The problem of
using SMT solver is that for each i, it finds at most one
assignment of the remainder variables to produce value of i, if
possible. We implemented an optimized parallel algorithm to
find all possible assignments which produce non-zero decimal
values of the remainder. Algorithm 1 shows the details of our
test generation algorithm. The algorithms gets remainder R
polynomial and primary inputs (PI) in the remainder as inputs
and feeds binary values to PIs (si ) and computes the total
value of a term (Tj ). If the summation (value) of all the terms
is non-zero, the corresponding primary input assignments are
added to the set of Tests (lines 8-9).
Algorithm 1 Directed Test Generation Algorithm
1: procedure T EST –G ENERATION
2:
Input: Remainder, R
3:
Output: Directed Tests, Tests
4:
for different assignments si of PIs in R do
5:
for each term Tj ∈ R do
6:
if (Tj (si ) ) then
7:
Sum+ = CTj
8:
9:

if ( Sum != 0 ) then
T ests = T ests ∪ si
return Tests

Example 2: Consider the faulty circuit shown in Fig. 2 and
the remainder polynomial R = 2.(A1 + B0 − 2.A1 .B0 ). The

only assignments that make R to have a non-zero decimal
value (R = 2) are (A1 = 1, B0 = 0) and (A1 = 0, B0 = 1).
These are the only scenarios that make difference between
functionality of an AND gate and an OR gate. Otherwise, the
fault will be masked. Compact directed test are shown in Table
I.
TABLE I
D IRECTED TESTS TO ACTIVATE FAULT SHOWN IN F IG . 2
A1
A0
B1
B0
1
X
X
0
0
X
X
1

B. Bug Localization
So far, we know that the implementation is buggy and we
have all the necessary tests to activate the faulty scenarios. Our
goal is to reduce the state space in order to localize the error
by using tests generated in the previous section. We simulate
the tests and compare the outputs with the golden outputs
and keep track of faulty outputs in set E = {e1 , e2 , .., en }.
Each ei denotes one of the erroneous outputs. To localize the
bug, we partition the gate-level netlist such that fanout free
cones (set of gates that are directly connected together) of the
implementation are found.
Algorithm 2 Bug Localization Algorithm
1: procedure B UG –L OCALIZATION
2:
Input: Partitioned Netlist, Faulty Outputs E
3:
Output: Suspected Regions CS
4:
for each faulty output ei ∈ E do
5:
find cones that construct ei and put in Cei
6:
CS = Ce0
7:
for ei ∈ E do
8:
CS = CS ∩ Cei
return CS
Algorithm 2 shows the bug localization procedure. Given
a partitioned erroneous circuit and a set of faulty outputs E,
the goal of the automatic bug localization is to identify all of
the potentially responsible cones for the error. First, we find
sets of cones Cei = {c1 , c2 , ..., cj } that constructs the value of
each ei from set E (line 4-5). These cones contain suspicious
gates. We intersect all of the suspicious cones Cei s to prune
the search space and improve the efficiency of bug localization
algorithm. The intersection of these cones are stored in CS
(line 7-8).
If simulating all of the tests show the effect of the faulty
behavior in just one of the outputs, we can conclude that
the location of the bug is in the cone that generates this
output. Otherwise, the location of the bug is in the intersection
of cones which constructs the faulty outputs. We use this
information to detect and correct the bug of the circuit. We
describe the details of debugging in Section IV-C.
Example 3: Consider the faulty 2-bit multiplier shown in
Fig. 3. Suppose the AND gate with inputs (M, N ) has been
replaced with an OR gate by mistake. So, the remainder is
R = 4.A1 .B0 + 4.A0 .B1 − 8.A0 .A1 .B0 .B1 . The assignments

that activate the fault are calculated based on method demonstrated in Section IV-A. Tests are simulated and the faulty
outputs are obtained as E = {Z2 , Z3 }. Then, the netlist
is partitioned to find fanout free cones. The cones involved
in construction of faulty outputs are: CZ2 = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7}
and CZ3 = {2, 3, 6, 4, 8}. The intersection of the cones that
produce faulty outputs is CS = {2, 3, 4, 6}. As a result, gates
{2, 3, 4, 6} are potentially responsible as a source of the error.

Fig. 3. Faulty gate-level netlist of a 2-bit multiplier with associated tests

C. Error Detection and Correction
After test generation and bug localization, the next step is
error detection. The remainder is helpful since it contains valuable information about the nature of the bug and its location.
For example, when the faulty gate is located in the first level
(inputs of faulty gates are primary inputs), it creates certain
patterns in the remainder. These specific patterns are due to the
termination of the substitution process in equivalence checking
after this level, which prevents errors from propagating any
further. In Example 1, the first level OR gate is placed by
mistake instead of an AND gate. Let us consider the effect of
the bug from algebraic point of view: the equivalent algebraic
value of M is M = A1 + B0 − A1 .B0 in the erroneous
implementation; however, in the correct implementation, M
should be equal to M ∗ = A1 .B0 . Thus, the difference between
M and M ∗ , (A1 + B0 − 2.A1 .B0 ) with a coefficient will be
observed in the remainder. Therefore, whenever a + b − 2.a.b
pattern is seen in the remainder and there is an OR gate with
inputs (a, b) in the implementation, we can conclude that the
OR gate is the source of error and it should be replaced with an
AND gate. Table II shows the patterns that will be observed
for mis-placement of different types of gates. Note that, 3input (or more) gates can be modeled as cascades of 2-input
gates. So, the patterns are also valid for complex gates.
TABLE II
R EMAINDER PATTERNS CAUSED BY GATE MISPLACEMENT ERROR
Suspicious Gate
Appeared Remainder’s Pattern
Solution
P1 : -a-b+2.a.b
S1 : OR (a,b)
AND (a,b)
P2 : -a-b+3.a.b
S2 : XOR (a,b)
P1 : a+b-2.a.b
S1 : AND (a,b)
OR (a,b)
P2 : a.b
S2 : XOR (a,b)
P1 : a+b-3.a.b
S1 : AND (a,b)
XOR (a,b)
P2 :-a.b
S2 : OR (a,b)

From Section IV-B, we have a set of cones CS such that
their gates are potentially responsible for the bug. First, the
gates in CS are extracted and they are kept in a set G. Next,
the suspicious gates in first level from G are considered and the
remainder is scanned to check whether one of the patterns in

Table II is recognized. If the pattern is found, the faulty gate is
replaced with the corresponding gate. Otherwise, the terms of
the remainder are rewritten such that it contains output variable
of first level gates (at this time, we are sure that the first level
gates are not the cause of the problem). We also remove the
non-faulty gates from G. Then, we repeat the process over the
remaining gates in G until we find the source of the error.
Example 4: Consider the faulty circuit shown in Example 3.
The remainder is R = 4.A1 .B0 + 4.A0 .B1 − 8.A0 .A1 .B0 .B1
and the potentially faulty gates are numbered 2, 3, 4, 6. As we
can see, remainder R does not contain any patterns shown in
Table II. It means that the first level suspicious gates 2, 3 and
4 are not responsible for the fault. Thus, we try to rewrite
the remainder’s terms with the output of the correct gates. In
this step, we know that gates 2 , 3 and 4 are correct so their
algebraic expressions are also true. As 6 is the only remaining
gate, it is the answer. However, we continue the process to
show the proof. By considering M = A1 .B0 and N = A0 .B1 ,
R will be rewritten as R∗ = 4.(M +N −2.M.N ) (the GCD of
coefficients of remainder terms is computed and the remainder
is divided over GCD or signal’s weight is computed as shown
in [15]). Now, we consider the gates in the second level. This
time R∗ has one of the patterns shown in the Table II. Based
on Table II, an AND gate with (M, N ) as its inputs has
been replaced with an OR gate. The only gate that has these
characteristics is gate 6 which is also in G. It means that the
source of the error has to be the gate 6 and if replaced with
an AND gate, the bug will be corrected.
Finding and factorizing of remainder terms in order to
rewrite them would be complex for larger designs. To overcome the complexity and obviate the need for manual intervention, we propose an automated approach shown in Algorithm
3. The algorithm takes faulty gate-level netlist, remainder R
and potentially faulty gates of set G sorted based on their
levels as inputs. It starts from first level gate gi ; if gi is the
buggy gate, one of the patterns in Table II should have been
manifested in the remainder based on gi ’s type. Therefore, the
debugging algorithm computes two patterns (P1 , P2 ) with gi ’s
inputs (lines 7-12) and scan the remainder to check whether
one of them matches. If one of the patterns is found, the bug is
identified and it can be corrected based on Table II (lines 1316). Otherwise, gi is correct and it will be removed from set G
and next gate will be selected. Moreover, the current algebraic
expression of gi is true and it can be used in subsequent
iterations (gate gj from upper levels gets output of gi as one
of its inputs, the expression of gi can be used instead of its
output variables). As we want to compute patterns such that
they contain just primary inputs (weight of gates’ output is
computed based on [15]), we use a dictionary to keep the
expression of the gate output based on the primary inputs (line
19). The process continues until the bug is detected or set G
is empty. As, suspicious gates form a cone format, when the
algorithm starts from primary inputs, it will not reach a gate
whose inputs do not exist in the dictionary. Note that, our
debugging approach does not need all of the counterexamples
to work. It works even if there is no counterexample (all

of the gates are considered as suspicious) or there is just
one counterexample. However, having more counterexamples
improves debug performance.
Algorithm 3 Error Detection/Correction
1: procedure B UG –C ORRECTION
2:
Input: Suspected Gates G, Remainder R
3:
Output: Faulty Gate and Solution
4:
sort gi based on their levels (lowest level first)
5:
for each level j do
6:
for each gi ∈ G from level j do
7:
(a, b) = inputs(gi )
8:
if !( each of (a, b) are from PI) then
9:
a = dic.get(a)
10:
b = dic.get(b)
11:
P1 = ComputeP1 (a, b)
12:
P2 = ComputeP2 (a, b)
13:
if (P1 is found in R) then
14:
return gate gi and solution S1 from Table II
15:
else if (P2 is found in R) then
16:
return gate gi and solution S2 from Table II
17:
else
18:
remove gi from G
19:
dic.add(output(gi ), Expression(gi (a, b)))
Example 5: We want to apply Algorithm 3 on the case shown
in Example 4. We start from gate 2 and compute P1 = −A1 −
B0 + 2.A1 .B0 and P2 = −A1 − B0 + 3.A1 .B0 for gate 2. As
these patterns do not exist in the remainder, gate 2 is correct
and the dictionary will be updated as (M = A1 .B0 ). The same
will happen for gate 3 and 4 and dictionary will be updated as
(M = A1 .B0 , N = A0 .B1 ) at the end of this iteration. Now,
the gate 6 is considered and the Pi s are as follows: P1 =
A1 .B0 + A0 .B1 − 2.A1 .B0 .A0 .B1 and P2 = A1 .B0 .A0 .B1 .
Considering that R = 4(A1 .B0 + 4.A0 .B1 − 2.A0 .A1 .B0 .B1 ),
P2 of gate 6 can be observed in R. So the bug is the OR gate
6 and based on Table II it will be fixed by replacing with an
AND gate.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
The directed test generation, bug localization and bug
detection algorithms were implemented in a java program
and experiments were conducted on a Linux PC with Intel
Processor core i5 CPU and 8 GB memory. We have tested
our approach on both pre- [11] and post-synthesized gatelevel arithmetic circuits that implement adders and multipliers.
Post-synthesized designs were obtained by synthesizing high
level description of arithmetic circuits using Xilinx synthesis
tool. We consider gate misplacement or signal inversion which
change the functionality of the design as our fault model.
Several gates from different levels were replaced with an
erroneous gate in order to generate faulty implementations.
The remainders were generated based on the method presented in [11]. Multiple counterexamples (directed tests) are
generated based on one remainder. As each counterexample

can be generated independent of others, so we used a parallelized version of the algorithm for faster test generation. We
compared our test generation method with existing directed
test generation method [1] as well as random test generation.
We compared our debugging results with most recent work in
this context [15]. We use the benchmarks obtained from the
authors [15]. To enable fair comparison, similar to [15], we
randomly inserted bugs (gate changes) in the middle stages of
the circuits.
B. Results
Table III presents results for test generation, bug localization
and debugging methods using multipliers and adders. The first
column indicates the types of benchmarks. The second and
third columns show size of operands and number of gates
in each design, respectively. Since the sizes of adder designs
are smaller than multiplier designs, we show results only for
higher operand sizes (bit-widths). The fourth column indicates
results for directed test generation method presented in [1] by
using SMV model checker [16] (We give the model checker
the advantage of knowing the bug). The fifth column represents
results of random test generation method (time to generate first
counterexample using random technique). The sixth column
represents the time of our test generation method that generates
multiple tests. As it can be observed from Table III, our
method has improved directed test generation time by several
orders of magnitude. The seventh column shows the CPU
time for bug localization algorithm. The eight column shows
the debugging time of [15] using our implementation in
Java. The next column provides CPU time of our proposed
approach which is the summation of test generation (TG),
bug localization (BL) and debugging/correction (DC) time.
The last column shows the improvement provided by our
debugging framework. Clearly, our approach is an order-ofmagnitude faster than the most closely related approach [15],
specially in larger designs as bug localization has an important
effect. The reported numbers are the average of generated
results for several different scenarios. For instance, if we zoom
in test generation of the first row (post-synthesized multiplier
with 4-bit operands) of Table III, the reported results are the
average of the numbers shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
T EST G ENERATION FOR 4- BIT MULTIPLIER WITH 8 BITS OUTPUTS #
G ATES = 72
Faults
XOR → AN D
XOR → OR
XOR → AN D
XOR → OR
XOR → AN D
AN D → XOR
AN D → OR
AN D → XOR
OR → AN D
Average

[1]
1.48
2.12
1.95
2.27
1.03
2.44
2.20
0.89
2.52
1.88

Ran. tests(ms)
47.70
25.95
19.21
26.43
16.31
0.47
1.90
44.17
11.51
21.52

#tests
18
4
128
12
14
3
2
148
148
53

Faulty outputs
Z7 , Z6 , Z5 , Z4
Z2
Z4
Z6 , Z5 , Z4 , Z3
Z6 , Z5 , Z4 , Z3 , Z2
Z6 , Z5 , Z4 , Z3 , Z2
Z7 , Z6 , Z5
Z7 , Z6 , Z5 , Z4
Z6
-

# Ran.
2632
2945
2292
2945
2369
1881
2258
2164
2920
2489.55

Our TG(s)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01

Table IV presents the debugging results of 4-bit postsynthesized multiplier. The first column shows a possible
set of gate mis-placement faults. Time to generate the first
counterexample using [1] and random techniques is reported
in second and third columns, respectively. The fourth column
shows the number of directed tests generated by our approach

TABLE III
D EBUGGING RESULTS OF A RITHMETIC C IRCUITS . TO = TIMEOUT AFTER 3600 SEC ; MO = MEMORY OUT OF 8 GB
Benchmark
Test Generation (TG)
Bug Localization (BL)
Debugging/Correction (DC)
Type
Size
# Gates
[1] (s)
Random(s)
Our TG(s)
Bug Loc.(s)
[15]
Our (TG+BL+DC)
Improvement
4
72
1.88
0.02
0.01
0.001
0.2
0.02
10x
16
1632
42.69
1.48
0.32
0.03
7.92
1.99
3.97x
32
6848
205.66
3.03
0.88
0.84
32.56
7.33
4.44x
post-syn. Multipliers
64
28K
MO
16.97
1.85
5.77
239.13
31.37
7.62x
128
132K
MO
66.52
3.11
34.38
2148.96
271.89
7.90x
256
640K
MO
TO
16.44
157.19
TO
1002.73
4
94
1.27
0.04
0.01
0.001
0.2
0.04
5x
16
1860
43.11
1.93
0.41
0.03
8.12
1.89
4.26x
32
7812
189.50
5.69
0.97
0.65
31.64
9.8
3.22x
pre-syn. Multipliers
64
32K
MO
29.07
2.01
3.10
207.50
26.88
7.71x
128
129K
MO
83.60
3.18
23.33
2001.41
178.28
11.22x
256
521K
MO
TO
19.31
118.51
TO
994.64
64
573
154.97
1.51
0.67
0.01
2.12
0.82
2.49x
post-syn. Adder
128
1251
MO
3.48
1.25
0.05
5.33
1.82
2.92x
256
2301
MO
10.64
3.78
0.14
12.66
5.74
2.20x
64
444
128.12
1.15
0.31
0.01
1.55
0.57
2.71x
pre-syn. Adder
128
880
MO
4.40
0.84
0.03
3.73
1.45
2.57x
256
1698
MO
9.10
2.09
0.28
8.09
3.94
2.05x

to activate the bug (each of them activates the bug). The fifth
column lists the outputs that are affected by the fault (activated
by the respective tests reported in the fourth column). The sixth
column shows the number of random tests required to cover all
of our directed tests. It demonstrates that even for such small
circuits, using random tests to activate the error is impractical.
The last column shows our test generation time. As mentioned
earlier, the average of these scenarios is reported in the first
row of Table IV.
The experimental results demonstrated three important aspects of our approach. First, our test generation method
generates multiple directed tests when the bug is unknown in
a cost-effective way. Second, our debugging approach detects
and corrects single fault caused by gate misplacement in a
reasonable time. Finally, our debugging method is not dependent on any specific architecture of arithmetic circuits and it
can be applied on both pre-synthesized and post-synthesized
gate-level circuits.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an automated methodology for
debugging arithmetic circuits. Our methodology consists of
efficient directed test generation, bug localization and bug
correction. We used the remainder produced by equivalence
checking methods to generate directed tests that are guaranteed
to activate the source of the bug when bug is unknown. We
used the generated tests to localize the source of the bug and
find suspicious areas in the design. We also developed an
efficient debugging algorithm that uses the remainder as well
as suspicious areas to detect and correct the bug. Our experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach
to solve debugging problem for large and complex arithmetic
circuits by improving debug performance by an order-ofmagnitude compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
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